
December 14, 2021, Office Administrator’s Report 
 
Regular duties: answering emails and phone messages; entering pledge payments, making bank 
deposits, paying bills; creating and emailing weekly announcements and ‘blasts’; preparing order of 
service; keeping the calendar up to date; updating our church records for emails and membership, etc.; 
posting the announcements and reports, and editing our website as needed.  
 
Additional tasks and accomplishments: 

  
Completed 

• Met with Mary Botts at the first Soul Matters monthly gathering to show her around the building 
(AC, lights, alarms, etc.) In the future, I can unlock the doors and disable the alarm remotely and 
therefore won’t need to be on campus in the evening. 

• After meeting with Rachel White, I have started using Canva (a design platform) and MailChimp 
(email and marketing platform) to design announcements in a new format. Our application for free 
Canva Pro for Non-Profits was approved. This gives us access to even more design elements.  

• Met with Judi Herz to show her around the building (AC, lights, alarms, etc.) The good news is that 
FCCF’s bell tables are always set up in the sanctuary, cutting down her set-up time. 

• Had a mini workday with volunteers (Cathy Boon, Mary Botts, and Paula Spiro) to tackle the 
community room clutter. Made great headway, by moving boxes of “stuff” to some of the black 
cabinets located in the PSWR classrooms next door.  

• Advertised, received RSVPs, and tracked special giving related to All Together Now performances. 
We collected over $500 for Pathways of Hope. 

• The Spirit of Dickens walking tours required some administrative assistance to set up RSVPs, create 
an eblast, create a waiver, and follow up with participants.  
 

In progress 

• The office/community room still need work. The clutter has been greatly reduced, but there needs 
to be some overall structure given to where things are stored. I can’t be the person who makes 
those decisions. (That would be like me organizing someone else’s collection of Legos. Should they 
be sorted by color, by size, or by shape?) 

• I believe that Mail Chimp could be used to set up text messaging for reminders. Perhaps we can ask 
people to subscribe and opt in for text messages. (Do we have any social media influencers in the 
congregation? Perhaps they can explain to me how that system works for them.) I will continue to 
investigate as time allows. 

 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Amy Styffe 
 


